We explain Thomson's crude multiple window method (MWM), a nonparamet& spectral estimator with low bias and variance. We then compare its output to Hamming-windowed periodogrm and autoregressive (AR) method outputs for a sample myoelectric signal. Our goal is a speclral estimator to embed in a myoelectric controller.
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hlroductim. Myoelectric signal spectrum estimation requires a method that (1) works well on small (and hence relatively stationary) windows of a single realization of the signal, (2) does not suffer fiom bias and variance that obscures the spectral features we are trying to detect; and (3) incorporates no incorrect assumptions &out the structure of the signal. The periodogram suffers from substantial bias and wiance [l] . Autoregressive (AR) model-based estimators [l] , [2] have lower variance than the periodogram, but their all-pole assumption matches certain motion artifacts better than the underlying physiological signal, Thus, motion-specific detail can be lost as the model converges on motion artifact. Here, we test a more recently develciped nonparametric spectral estimator, Thomson's multipile window method (MWM) [3] , which gives lower bias and variance than the periodogram without introducing apotentially misleading model [3] , 141.
Methods. Instead of one ad hoc window such as the Hamnung window as is often used in the periodogram, we apply a set of N-point windows to the data that are (1) mutually orthogonal and (2) Figure 1 shows the K=4 case computations.
Results and Discussion. Figure 2 Canclusions. Thomson (Figure 3 ). Thomson developed a lower bias version of this spectral estimation approach, the adaptive MWM, as well as tests for embedded harmonics that, in the myoelectric analysis application, give insights into motion artifact [4] .
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